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Figure 12-7: Heavy Vehicle Access Desigr

Expert Evidence

There seems to be a very big difference of opinion between us as residents living with these effects
and the applicant’s experts when it comesto the effects the proposedactivities will have.

Wehear the applicant say that the impacts will be acceptable. Acceptable to whom? And who
decides what is considered acceptable?
Mr Jon Farren states in his rebuttal evidence dated 30 October 2019 in paragraph 11 that his

calculations show that over 100 additional heavy vehicles movements would be required along Kirk
Road even to changenoise levels by 1dB, which would not be a perceptible increase.

Have you heard the noise 1 truck makes when travelling up or downour roads?
Have you head the noise 1 empty truck and trailer makes when travelling up or down our roads?
This type of noise you don’t just hear, you experience it. It is unsettling and has the power to stop
conversations mid-sentenceas you wait for the moment to pass. | have experienced the noise while
in a TRA meeting after 7:30pm at the Community Centre on Kirk Road and we stopped to look at

each other as it was that loud.

Our roads are uneven and patchy. The road conditions are not considered by the experts.
One emptytruck and trailer travelling through Templeton is a disturbance to residents from the
momentit enters our village until it leaves at the other end. It is like a noise wave coming through

our town.

The noise and effects these trucks have on people cannot be measured in dB. It is like experiencing
smaller aftershocks one after the other.
It is my opinion that Mr Jon Farren is oversimplifying how he measuresthe noiseeffects and the
impact these noises have on people. Looking at the example of the 100 additional heavy vehiclesan increaselike that will break the residentsliving on those streets. The power of Mr Farren’s 1dB is
enormous instead of‘not perceptible’.

Mobile processing plant

If it was confirmed clearly to the commissioners by both Mr Craig Stewart and Mr KelvynJolly that
the applicantis only going to produce the above3 typesof base coarse and that those 3 types are
only used for roading why would theyinclude in their application the need for a mobile processing
plant — as stated by their Acoustics expert as per below on 16 August 2019
RFI 11 July 2019 point4.
We have sought further clarification on this issue from Fulton Hogan and understand that mobile
processing plant (crushers and screens) will typically be used to provide specialist gravel products
that
are occasionally required and cannot be produced by the permanently installed processing plant, or
to
support the fixed plant to meet peaks in market demand. This mobile plant operation is expected to
be
up to approximately 120 days per year. Typically, one mobile processing plant will be in use at any time.

This tell me that the applicant is wanting the use of mobile processing plants to allow them
producing other types of material that has not been considered as part of this application. Mr Jolly
also said in his evidence that the use of the mobile processing plant depends on a new product
coming to market. Again, the possibility of the applicant processing different types of aggregate than
the 3 base coarse in the future. The applicantis building in provisions that will have effects not
considered as part of this application.

The applicant uses ambiguous words in their application leaving their options open should they need
to exceed what was agreed to. For example, the use of mobile processing plants. They ‘expect’ to
use one at a time per Mr Jolly's evidence. | am asking for more definitive language to be used.
We are more aware and in agreement about climate change than ever before. Christchurch city

Council is committed and actively working towards reducing our carbon emissions. It is logical to
think that we are in the process of considerable change and cleaver people are looking for more
innovative ways we can build while reducing carbon emissions. These changes will inevitably reduce
the demand for aggregate. We can not only look back to the past to forecast future demand. We
must look to the future and recognise that there are some much needed changes ahead for us. Do
wereally need a 40+ year aggregate supply of this magnitude? Is it justifiable to affect residents to
this extent when takingall the uncertainties and risk into account? There is no urgent requirement
for this quarry. We have 23 years’ worth of aggregate supply available now and the type of
aggregate thatwill be supplied has changed to roading use only. We do not have any major roading

constructions planned. It will be a few subdivisions and ongoing road maintenance. Yes,it takes
a

coupleof yearsto establish a quarry site, but we are very far from a crisis. The fact thatthis is the
preferred site but not the only site available should be seriously considered.

Inter quarrytraffic

Evidence of Mr Donald Chittock dated 23 September 2019, paragraph 11

11

Atthat time, | was made aware bythe Quarry Divisional Managerthat Fulton Hogan
had beenlooking for a quarry resource to replace Pound Road quarry, which is near
the endofits operationallife, and to go towards meeting the additional demand for
aggregate in the Christchurch and Selwyn markets.

Wehaveheardin a lot of the evidence that the proposed Roydon quarry will replace the Pound
road
quarry. What we did not hear was a commitmentfrom the applicant as to when the Pound Road
quarry will cease all operations. On paper the Pound road quarry can carry on with certain
processing activities from other extraction sites for many years to come.
| would be amiss notto raise our concerns around both quarries operating at the same time. My
understandingis another 4 years of processing at Pound road from the Barters Road extraction
site.
But what would preventthe applicant from continuing after that time?
The original application for the proposed Roydon site was not for 3 types of Base coarseas it sits

today.

Economic Assessment — Appendix J (Original application) 8 November 2018 by Mike Copeland.
2. The quarry will produce a range of high quality aggregates for use in roading, other

infrastructure, drainage, concrete and other building materials. Fulton Hogan

No specific types of aggregate wereidentified but the applicant indicated in their application that
the type and quality of the aggregate on the proposed site is of a very high value and this added
to
their argumentfor this specific location. At that time, they were proposing aggregate washing
on
site with wash water ponds.
Becauseof concerns raised by submitters the applicant has had to changetheir application
considerably. We are now looking at the applicant producing 3 types ofbase coarseonly and thiswill
be used for three different types of roading projects.
3 Types of Base coarse — includes sand, clay and dust (natural resources)
Roading uses only
0 -20mm

0 -40mm
0-65mm
-

New roads construction

-

Existing roads maintenance

-

Development of new urban areas as far as roads

The aggregate produced on thissite will not be used for residential or commercial developments as
originally indicated.

Assessments and forecasted demand & supply were not done on road use aggregate only. | would

argue thatall that evidence is now null and void. It can not be considered as part of this application
due tothe significant changein type of aggregate.
| am also very concernedthat the applicant will be looking for an option to transport aggregate from

the proposed Roydon site to the Pound road site for processingas this will allow them a wider range

of aggregate.

To that effect | am requesting for a restriction that prohibits any aggregate from another site to be
processed on the proposed Roydon quarry site and for no aggregate form the Roydon site to be
processed anywhereelse.

